Goggles
FIRST CLASS

ELARA / THE SUPER-CHIC GOGGLE
With Elara, Julbo has created a goggle for women who want the best of technology but also like to
maximise their style both on and off the slopes. Great-looking with dedicated metal parts and a cat's
eye design, it won't let you down when it comes to top-quality performance. Fitted with a spherical
and ventilated lens, and available with 4 Julbo technical lenses (Zebra, Zebra Light, SnowTiger,
Cameleon), it offers a wide field of vision and the prospect of superbly comfortable days on all types
of terrain.
Lense : Zebra Light - Frame : Black / Red

TECHNO
Ventilated lens
Anti-fog coating
Extended Outrigger
Full silicone strap
Symetrical adjustement
Anatomic frame
Dual Soft Foam
Air Flow

Goggles
FIRST CLASS

ELARA
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Ventilated lens
Additional ventilation via the lens to prevent any
fogging.

LENSES AVAILABLE
Camel

Black Rhinestone

Anti-fog coating
J74750146

Extended Outrigger
15 mm extension on each side of the goggles to
adapt to all helmets & for homogeneous hold.

Zebra

Black

White

J74731146

J74731116

Full silicone strap
Dual silicone strap to facilitate goggle hold all the
way round the helmet

Symetrical adjustement

Snow Tiger

Black Rhinestone

Two loops either side of the strap for symmetrical
adjustment in the blink of an eye.

Anatomic frame
Cuts on the frame for more flexibility.

Dual Soft Foam

J74773146

Zebra Light

Black / Red

Two layers of foam for optimum comfort and
shock absorption.

Air Flow
Integrated air fl ow in lenses, preventing fogging.

PACKAGING

J74731226

ELARA / AVAILABLE LENSES

Camel

Zebra

PURE ALL-TERRAIN VISION
> Photochromic (category 2 to 4).
> Polarizing: eliminates glare for better reading of relief.
> Brown color: protection and contrast enhancement.
// A product of Julbo's high mountain expertise, the
Cameleon lens is the absolute weapon of freeriders,
allowing them to outsmart any obstacle. Photochromic
and polarizing, it protects the user from aggressive high
altitude sun and adapts to reduced visibility when
required.

OUT OF THE SHADOWS INTO THE LIGHT
> Wide photochromic range (category 2 to 4)
> Fast activation speed: changes from category 2 to 4 in
22 seconds.
> Gold color: excellent light receptivity and protection.
// This lens has become an essential piece of kit for
all-terrain riders. Its recognised photochromic properties
make for excellent versatility. It adapts to all light
conditions with amazing speed, coping with overcast
skies and the brightest days.

Snow Tiger

Zebra Light

EXCELLENT VISUAL COMFORT
> Photochromic (category 2 to 3)
> Glare Control fi lter: for better reading
of the terrain
> Orange tint: improved contrast

FROM DAWN TO DUSK
> Photochromic (category 1 to 3).
> Yellow color: increased light receptivity.
// Zebra Light is the ideal companion for backcountry
riders who can't wait to get on their boards whatever the
weather! With an ultra-clear base tint, it's a match for
the worst conditions. And the wide photochromic range
also means it's fully at ease under both overcast and
clear skies.

